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In the final pages of the ‘General Summary’ that concludes Some Account of Gothic Architecture
in Spain, the British scholar and architect, George Edmund Street, remarked on the combination
of imitation and invention that characterises so much medieval architecture across Europe, Spain
included:
Just as we obtained a French architect for our Canterbury, as the people of Milan
obtained one from Germany for their cathedral, as the architect of S. Mark at Venice
borrowed from the East, as he of Perigueux from S. Mark, as he of Cologne from
Amiens or Beauvais, so Spain profited, no doubt, from time to time, by the example
of her French neighbours. But at the same time she formed a true branch of art
for herself, and one so vigorous, so noble, and so worthy of study, that I shall be
disappointed indeed if her buildings are not ere long far more familiar than they now
are to English Ecclesiologists.1
Street would indeed be disappointed, for there has been no major scholarly survey of Spanish
Gothic architecture in English since Some Account was published in 1865.2 Gothic Architecture
in Spain: Invention and Imitation—the fruit of a workshop, symposium and three lectures held
at The Courtauld Institute of Art from 2015 to 2017—is in no sense intended to be a substitute
for Street’s magnificent study. But it is hoped that for Anglophone scholars and students—and
indeed those working in any language—this essay collection may draw attention to the quality
Fig. 1.2. Double
tomb of King James
II of Aragon and
his wide, Blanche
of France (begun
1310, with minor
alterations in the
sixteenth century),
located south of the
crossing, detail of
the east face. Abbey
church of Santes
Creus, Catalonia.

and vitality of recent scholarship on Gothic architecture in Spain, and encourage further research
on the tremendous variety and interest of Gothic buildings in the Iberian Peninsula. In this
Introduction I will briefly set out some of the key themes of the essay collection, exploring the
architectural and rhetorical significance of invention and imitation, and then unpicking some of
the issues raised by the idea of ‘Gothic architecture in Spain’. I conclude with a sketch of some of
the early historiography of Gothic architecture in Spain (especially in the English-speaking world),
followed by short summaries of individual essays. Extensive bibliographic references in the notes
will, I hope, provide useful orientation for those new to this field.

Invention and Imitation
Fig. 1.1. Tomb of
King Peter III of
Aragon (1291–ca.
1302) from the
northeast, with
the double tomb
of King James II
of Aragon and
his wife, Blanche
of France, in the
background. Abbey
church of Santes
Creus, Catalonia.

In modern English, invention and imitation stand at opposite poles of creativity. For the
Oxford English Dictionary, to imitate is to ‘take or follow as a model’; to invent is to ‘create or
design something (something that has not existed before); be the originator of ’. But in Latin
rhetorical theory and throughout most of the Middle Ages, imitatio and inventio were much closer
in meaning, albeit rarely applied to architecture before the sixteenth century.3 For Cicero and his
many medieval followers, invention meant ‘finding’, or the selective gathering up of ideas: ‘If we
reconsider the origin of the word, what else does it sound like if not that “to invent” (invenire) is
to “come upon” (in + venire) that which is sought for?’ asks St Isidore.4 Imitatio, meanwhile, was
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a creative act, referring to the adaptation of well-chosen models, and a pre-condition for inventio.5
As José Antonio Maravall brilliantly demonstrated, this definition of inventio and celebration of
imitatio in no sense imply that modernity or novelty were not prized in medieval and Renaissance
Spain, but in architectural contexts terms such as ars, ingenium and opus approximate more closely
to the modern sense of invention.6 To speak of imitation, meanwhile, is to recognise the agency of
patrons and artists, who were very far from being the passive recipients of the ‘influence’—French,
German, Flemish, Italian, Byzantine, Jewish, Islamic or other—that has so often been discerned
in Spain’s ‘aluvial’ art.7 In their medieval senses, imitatio and inventio instead combine to produce
something rather similar to Richard Krautheimer’s famously fluid definition of the medieval
copy.8 The essays in this collection consider ideas of inventio and imitatio as well as invention and
imitation in their modern senses.
One way to identify invention and imitation in relation to Gothic architecture in Spain is
to consider structures that were intended or said to be built ‘ad modum et formam’ as another.9
This formula and its variations were widely and loosely employed, but in a Spanish context it is
used especially tellingly in two letters sent by James II of Aragon regarding the tomb he intended
to share with his late wife, Blanche of France, in the Cistercian Abbey of Santes Creus near
Tarragona. Dated 16 January 1313, the near-identical letters to Pere, abbot of Santes Creus, and
Pere de Prenafeta, the mason in charge of the tomb, insist that the canopy of Blanche’s tomb
be made ‘of the same mode and form and measurements according to which the canopy of the
tomb of the aforesaid king Peter, our father, is made and constructed’.10 As built, the canopy
over Blanche’s tomb is indeed generally similar to that beneath which James’s father, Peter III
of Aragon, had been buried in 1302 (Figs. 1.1 and 1.2).11 Deliberate similarity was a feature of
several dynastic pantheons in thirteenth-century Europe and in this case was particularly desirable
as James was Peter’s second son, long absent in Sicily. But there are also differences between the
canopies: Blanche and James’s is taller, it has generous sprays rather than nobbly capitals, and the
tracery motifs are sharpened and owe more to the new work at Saint-Nazaire de Carcassonne than
to the structures in Troyes or Toulouse with which the tracery of Peter’s tomb-canopy is most
closely affiliated.12 It is clear then that James’s prescriptions left space for discreet inventio on the
part of his masons, and a subtle critique and updating of the style and forms of Peter’s tomb.
Peter’s and Blanche’s tombs, located within a few metres of one another in the same church,
could be easily compared by King James, his masons and others. The same applies for the chapel
of sent Joan Batiste (Saint John the Baptist) in Valencia Cathedral, begun in 1414, and its recorded
model, the chapel of Santa Anna in the same cathedral.13 But as Krautheimer showed, numbers
and measurements could be transmitted across much greater distances with relative ease, enabling
a form of numerical imitatio.14 Spanish medieval examples of this phenomenon include the Codex
Calixtinus’s record of dimensions and enumeration of architectural elements in the cathedral of
Santiago de Compostela; the early fourteenth-century annotations to the Anales toledanos (III),
giving measurements of several Roman churches and monuments; the recreation of Jerusalem’s
topography just outside Córdoba, coordinated by the Dominican friar, Álvaro de Córdoba (d.
1430), with distances between chapels very close to those in Jerusalem; or the ‘Record of the
sizes of the church and offices of Toledo, Seville and León cathedrals’, collected in Segovia in the
sixteenth century.15
Other features were not so readily imitated from afar, and their transmission depended on
memory, verbal or written descriptions, or drawings. Evidence for the latter can be found in
documents related to Bernat Dalguaire’s journey to Avignon in 1346, made shortly after he was
hired to begin construction on Tortosa’s new Gothic cathedral. Along the way he made several
drawings, and on his return spent seven days preparing a new project to show to the bishop
and chapter, working with planks, nails and three assistants on what may have been a threedimensional model or a full-scale plan.16 Such drawings or models, in turn, assumed an authority
of their own, as Encarna Montero discusses in her essay in this collection. Thus, in September
1424 it was agreed that the upper section of the bell tower of Valencia Cathedral should be made

[left] Fig. 1.3.
Church of San
Esteban, Seville,
portal (before
1420, with
seventeenth-century
modifications in the
upper parts).
[right] Fig. 1.4.
Church of San
Juan Bautista (San
Juan de la Palma),
Seville, portal (after
1420).

‘according to the form and manner of the drawing (mostra) made by him (Martí Llobet, master of
Valencia Cathedral) and given to the said chapter and traced out (traçada) by him in the garden of
Pere Daries’.17
Other forms of architectural copying, sometimes at the recorded request of the patron, are
discussed in other essays in this collection, especially those by Costanza Beltrami and Nicolás
Menéndez. But I will conclude this section with one more example that demonstrates both
imitatio and inventio at a relatively modest scale. In July 1420, Juan Rodríguez de Lebrija and
Martín Martínez signed a contract to make the portal for the church of San Juan de la Palma in
Seville, ‘following and in the manner that the portal of the church of San Esteban in this city is
made and worked’.18 They also agreed to make a bell tower ‘like that which is made in the church
of Santa Ana de Triana’.19 The original towers do not survive at either church, but the portals
are clearly alike, and are typical of a dozen or so parish churches in medieval Seville (Figs. 1.3
and 1.4).20 In both portals eight shafts rise in each jamb and carry eight orders of relatively plain
mouldings, all beneath a hood moulding ornamented with large dog-tooth ornament. There is
no tympanum. Two small image niches are set in the spandrels above, with another central niche
and a horizontal corbel table higher up. At San Esteban the corbel table and central niche were
altered in the seventeenth century, but even without these changes, a number of small differences
between the medieval portals can nonetheless be discerned. Unlike the canopies at Santes Creus,
these modifications do not obviously speak to artistic invention, but serve to underline the point
that imitatio in the Middle Ages was never exact. More significantly, perhaps, the ‘pick and mix’
selection of elements at San Juan—its tower based on Sant’Ana de Triana and its portal modelled
on San Esteban’s—sits well with the rhetorical definition of inventio as the gathering up of suitable
models, like Zeuxis’s painting of Helen, based on five beautiful maidens from Croton, cited in
Cicero’s De inventione.21 It may also suggest that the conformity of so many parish churches in
Seville, Córdoba and elsewhere was led by patrons, not masons.
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arguably receive disproportionate treatment, while there is no consideration of mendicant
architecture, and relatively little on secular buildings. If Gothic architecture were defined simply
by the use of the pointed arch, then the new shipyards begun in Seville in 1252 and covering over
fifteen thousand square metres would surely qualify as one of the most ambitious Gothic projects
anywhere in Europe (Fig. 1.5). Moreover, Guillem Sagrera’s designs for the Llonja in Palma or the
late-medieval additions to the Aljafería in Zaragoza testify to the extraordinary inventiveness of
Gothic architecture in mercantile and palatial contexts in medieval Iberia (Figs 1.8 and 1.9).24 It
is hoped that readers will be encouraged to investigate these lacunae for themselves.

Fig. 1.5. Las
Atarazanas
(shipyards), Seville
(begun 1252).

Gothic Architecture in Spain
These essays are intended to be a point of entry into the study of Gothic architecture in Spain,
not a survey. Essays range from the early thirteenth century to the mid-sixteenth century, from
Palma de Mallorca to León and Seville, but readers might reasonably quibble with all sorts of
omissions: what about early Gothic architecture in Galicia and León, fourteenth-century Catalonia
or Navarre, late-medieval Andalusia or Aragon, or even sixteenth-century Mexico, amongst many
others?22 And while the essays cover a wide variety of building types, including chapels, parish and
monastic churches, colleges, palaces and cathedrals, treatment is inevitably uneven. Cathedrals

Fig. 1.6. Toledo
Cathedral, west
façade (largely
fourteenth
century, with late
eighteenth-century
additions).

No less problematic, perhaps, is the decision to focus on Spain and exclude Portugal.25 Felipe
Pereda has drawn attention to a series of octagonal funerary chapels in late medieval Portugal
that can only be properly understood through reference to Spanish precedents, for example.26
The Cantabrian origins of one of the most prolific architects of Manueline Portugal, João de
Castilho (Juan de Castillo), also testifies to the movement of architects across the border between
Spain and Portugal, while clergy and royal brides also frequently traversed the frontier.27 Yet
with the exception of one brief, contested interlude in the 1380s, Portugal was an independent
kingdom throughout the period covered by these essays, and for this reason Gothic architecture in
Portugal is not discussed in these essays, though it certainly deserves a study of its own. Moreover,
architects and patrons also travelled regularly between Spain, France, England, Burgundy, the
Holy Roman Empire and the Italian states, so in some respects any history of art that is premised
on modern national boundaries is flawed. Can we then really speak of ‘Spain’ in the Middle Ages?
It is true, of course, that Spain itself did not become a political reality until 1516, and, even then,
it could hardly be considered united. But the idea of España or Hispania certainly was recognized
throughout the period covered by these essays, and ‘Spain’ (rather than ‘Iberia’, which was almost

Fig. 1.7. León
Cathedral,
presbytery and
south transept
(begun 1250s,
complete by 1303
or earlier).
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never used in the Middle Ages) has the advantage of being concise and recognisable, without
seeking to paper over the contested politics of the modern nation state that is home to many of
the scholars cited in this essay collection.28
So should it be Gothic Architecture in Spain, or Spanish Gothic Architecture? Some years ago
Fernando Marías drew attention to a small number of fifteenth- and sixteenth-century sources
that apparently refer to a distinct Spanish style: Hieronymous Monetarius’ description of the
roof of the cloister of Zamora Cathedral, gilded ‘ad ritum [sic] Hispanorum’ (1495); Antonio de
Lalaing’s description of new houses in Granada, which were to be built ‘à la fachon des maisons
d’Espaigne’ (1502); a 1502 contract for a painting in Rome ‘ad modum Yspaniae’; and a contract
for capitals ‘al modo che core in Spagna’ for the Casa de Pilatos (1529).29 Despite Marías’s
cautionary comments, scholars have since enthusiastically adopted the idea of architecture ‘ad
modum Hispaniae’.30 It should be noted, however, that none of the texts cited above refers to
Gothic architecture (most seem to refer instead to domestic, possibly Mudéjar contexts), and
although in this collection Henrik Karge and Begoña Alonso both highlight distinctive features of
Gothic architecture in Spain at particular moments, any attempt to define a ‘Spanish style’ for the
whole of the Gothic period would simply flatten the tremendous variety of architecture to which
these essays collectively bear witness. In the section that follows I will trace the earliest uses of the
term ‘Gothic’ in the Spanish context, before briefly sketching some of the early historiography of
Gothic architecture in Spain.

[left] Fig. 1.8.
Guillem Sagrera,
La Llotja, Palma de
Mallorca (1426–
1447).

[right] Fig. 1.9.
Aljafería, Zaragoza,
Gothic portal, (ca.
1488–1495).

geometrical styles (de lazo)’.37

From Modern To Gothic
As Marías has highlighted, one of the earliest Spanish uses of the term ‘Gothic’ in reference
to architecture can be found in Juan Bravo de Acuña’s unpublished ‘Libro de la fundación de la
sancta yglesia de Toledo’, dated 1604, in which a plan of Toledo Cathedral is accompanied by a
caption that reads, ‘Its style (modo) of architecture is Gothic, which vulgarly is called modern
to differentiate it from the Greek and Latin’. This terminology almost certainly derived from
Vasari, whose Vite were well known in in late sixteenth-century Toledo (and who himself collected
plans of several Spanish Gothic churches).32 De Acuña was by no means the first person in Spain
to distinguish a ‘Gothic’ style, however. Medieval Spanish texts frequently refer to Gothic laws,
Gothic Gaul or Gothic script, as in the Crónica de San Isidoro of c.1385, in which ‘letras goticas’
are differentiated from ‘letras griegas’.33 But it was not until the sixteenth century that exposure to
Italian ideas helped to introduce a new vocabulary of stylistic discrimination in relation to art and
architecture in Spain.
A key role in the introduction of Italian forms and ideas was played by Íñigo López de Mendoza,
the second Count of Tendilla (1442–1515), who spent time in Rome as a teenager, and again as an
ambassador in the 1480s. He was closely associated with many of the earliest Italian Renaissance
tombs in Spain, but also oversaw construction of Granada’s royal chapel in a late Gothic idiom
(indeed, he condemned the chapel’s original plan as too dark, narrow and short, ‘una amarga
cosa’).34 In 1505 Íñigo wrote to Alonso Rodríguez, maestro mayor of Seville Cathedral, regarding
the tomb of Íñigo’s brother, Cardinal Diego Hurtado de Mendoza, asking for a drawing showing
the ‘form and manner’ (forma y manera) of the tomb and insisting that ‘nothing French, German
or Moorish shall be mixed with the work, but that it should all be Roman’.35 Although this
suggests a rather modern definition of style based on national or confessional characteristics,
Patrick Lenaghan has cautioned that the Count of Tendilla seems to have understood this Roman
style as ‘no more than superficial decorative features grafted onto a Gothic structure’, easily learnt
or adopted by a master who was more familiar with Gothic architectural traditions.36 The same
is implied by the city ordinances of Seville (1512), which required that those responsible for
plaster decoration could work ‘in diverse manners (de diversas maneras), whether in the Roman or

In late sixteenth-century Spain, ‘modern’ or ‘German’ was still preferred to ‘Gothic’ to describe
architecture, especially in opposition to the ‘Roman’ style. For example, in his translation of
Vitruvius, drafted in Granada in 1577, Lázaro de Velasco wrote that ‘there are several types
(maneras) of churches suitable for Christian use, which are either the Roman style (modo Romano)
that has been used in Spain, or the Teutonic style (modo tudesco) or of Germany, which they call
modern (al Moderno), or the Roman use (uso Romano), which is employed now’.38 Meanwhile,
in the brief history of the arts in his widely circulated Varia commensuración para la escultura y
arquitectura (1585), the goldsmith Juan de Arfe described how a new style of architecture was
introduced following the Gothic invasions and collapse of Rome. This, he explained, was ‘barbaric
work (obra barbara), known as masonry work or cresting (llamada maçoneria o cresteria), or
according to others, modern work (obra moderna), with which they built the cathedrals of Toledo,
León, Salamanca, Burgos, Palencia, Ávila, Segovia and Seville’.39
By the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, ‘Gothic’ was widely used in Spain and
elsewhere to describe medieval architecture, albeit not without confusion. For example, in 1669,
the diplomat and cleric François Bertaut, educated in Spain, opined that Seville Cathedral
had been built ‘more by the Goths than by the Moors’.40 Modern scholars would most likely
describe the tower of La Magdalena in Zaragoza as ‘Mudéjar’, but in his Discursos practicables del
nobilísimo arte de la pintura of c. 1675, Jusepe Martínez described the tower as ‘á manera gótica’,
and distinguished between ‘Gothic’ and ‘modern’ (Renaissance) styles. Meanwhile, Madame
d’Aulnoy’s widely read Relation du Voyage d’Espagne (1691) offered a back-handed compliment to
Burgos Cathedral, where ‘the Architecture is so exquisitely wrought, that it may pass amongst the
Gothick Buildings for a Master-Piece of Art: and this is so much the more remarkable, in that they
build very sorrily in Spain’.42
Vasari’s association of Gothic architecture with Goths and Visigoths had been clarified for
French readers as early as 1687, when Jean-François Félibien distinguished between the solid,
ancient Gothic style of architecture (what we might now call pre-Romanesque) and the delicate
effects of ‘modern’ Gothic (equivalent to the modern sense of the word)—a clarification that
found its way into Spanish via a translation of Charles Rollin’s Histoire ancienne, published in
Antwerp in 1745.43 By this point the merits of Gothic architecture had been recognised by a
small but important minority of French and English scholars who also offered alternatives models
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[left]Fig. 1.10
Maestro Mateo,
Pórtico de la
Gloria, Santiago
de Compostela
(ca. 1188–1211).
Photo: Charles
Thurlston
Thompson, 1866.

[right] Fig. 1.11
Real Colegiata
de Santa María
de Roncesvalles,
Navarre (begun by
1214).

for its origins. As Matilde Mateo Seville has argued, the idea that Gothic architecture derived
from Islamic architecture can be traced in France to 1679 and in England to 1713, and, early
in the second decade of the eighteenth century, the French theologian and philosopher RenéJoseph Tournemine formulated the notion that Gothic architecture had been invented in Spain by
Christian architects who imitated their Muslim neighbours.44 Ideas about Gothic architecture’s
‘Sarracenic’ origins were not, however, widely disseminated until publication of Christopher

Fig. 1.13. Vic
Cathedral, cloister
(1323–1400).

Wren’s Parentalia in 1750 and Diderot’s Encyclopédie the following year.45
This is not the place to explore fully the attitudes to Spain’s Gothic buildings among seventeenthand eighteenth-century travellers from abroad, and most anyway largely passed from brief praise
of architecture to marvel at the riches of church treasuries or peculiarities of local rituals.46 But
it should be noted that British scholars and their correspondents played an important and early
role in the appreciation of Gothic architecture in Spain. In the 1740s Horace Walpole’s Austrian
friend, Johann Heinrich Müntz, travelled to Valencia and Zaragoza and made sketches of Gothic
or Mudéjar churches.47 Several drawings of Gothic and Islamic buildings also survive from Thomas
Pitt the Younger’s detailed notes on his tour of Spain and Portugal in 1760—notes and drawings
that apparently circulated relatively widely in Enlightenment England.48
These scholars and travellers helped to lay the foundation for a comprehensive reassessment of
Gothic art and architecture in Spain in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century amongst
a circle of influential Spanish scholars that includes Diego de Villanueva, Gaspar Melchor de
Jovellanos, Antonio de Capmany, Eugenio de Llaguno, Isidoro Bosarte, and especially Antonio
Ponz.49 In the very first volume of the Viaje de España (1772), Ponz applauded the proportions,
solidity and elegance of Toledo Cathedral’s Gothic architecture, citing Vasari’s arguments for its
German origins.50 For Ponz it was the proposed neo-classical designs for Toledo Cathedral that
were ‘barbarous’, and his intervention may have swayed the Toledan chapter the following year
when they decided to restore the cathedral’s west façade ‘in the same Gothic as the original church’
(Fig. 1.6).51 But it is in his account of León Cathedral in volume eleven of the Viaje de España,
published in 1783, that Ponz’s most eloquent celebration of Gothic architecture is found (Fig. 1.7).
Praising its delicacy and the elegance of its ornament, he concluded that ‘the plan and elevations of
the church are those habitual to the Gothic style or, to speak properly, of the German (style), for
that is what we vulgarly call Gothic’.52 Meanwhile, the Baroque remodelling of León Cathedral’s
presbytery prompted Ponz to deplore ‘how little the Gothic period has been valued for most of our
century’.53

Fig. 1.12. Toledo
Cathedral,
presbytery vaults
and triforium (ca.
1254–1274).

The subsequent historiography of Gothic architecture in Spain has been well-studied by Matilde
Mateo and others, and the number of scholars and publications is anyway too copious to consider
properly in this Introduction.54 But a brief roll call of the most important scholars of Gothic
architecture in Spain would include Juan Agustín Ceán Bermúdez, José Caveda, George Edmund
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Street, Vicente Lampérez, Élie Lambert, and Leopoldo Torres Balbás, amongst many others.55
Special mention should also be made of the archaeologist and literary historian, José Amador
de los Ríos (1816–78), who in 1859 first formulated the idea of ‘Mudéjar’ architecture, a term
that has since been widely employed to describe art or buildings made for Christian patrons but
that refer to Andalusi visual and artistic traditions.56 Although the essays in this collection only
occasionally touch on overlaps between Gothic and Mudéjar traditions, the question of Islamic
‘influence’ or ‘assimilation’ has been a constant of all scholarship on Spanish medieval art since the
nineteenth century. 57

Fig. 1.14. Pamplona
Cathedral, plan
(begun 1394). Plan
by José Yárnoz
Larrosa, published
in Leopoldo Torrres
Balbás, Arquitectura
Gótica (Madrid:
Plus-Ultra, 1952),
p. 277.

Scholarship on cross-confessional encounters and artistic pluralism has, indeed, been especially
robust in the Anglophone world, especially since the quincentennial celebrations of 1992 and the
renewed reflection prompted by 9/11 and the Madrid bombings of 2004.58 So given that scholars
in the US and UK have long maintained interests in Romanesque art and architecture and the
Spanish Golden Age, it might reasonably be asked why so few Anglophone scholars since G. E.
Street have seriously engaged with Gothic architecture in Spain.59 This can be partly explained by
the excellence of Street’s study and its multiple editions, by long-standing perceptions of French
and Italian cultural superiority (now increasingly challenged by the rise of Hispanic culture in
the US), by British scholars’ focus on Gothic architecture in Britain after World War II, by the
endurance of the ‘Black Legend’, by the legendary inaccessibility of Spanish archives, and by
the teaching and scholarship of a few influential individuals in other areas of Spanish art history
(notably John Williams and Jonathan Brown in recent years).60 But with regards to the study of
Gothic architecture in Spain the exception perhaps proves the rule, at least in the UK, for the only
major twentieth-century publication in English since Street’s is John Harvey’s The Cathedrals of
Spain (1957).61 Harvey was one of the leading scholars of English Gothic architecture in post-war
England and his book contains a number of original observations, even if it is set out like a guide
book.62 But Harvey’s conservatism made him an unpopular figure for many in England’s liberal
post-war universities, and in 2008 Graham Macklin revealed that Harvey had in fact been closely
linked with the Fascist movement in the 1930s and 1940s.63 It is unclear to what extent Harvey’s
political connections extended into Franquist Spain, and his prejudices do not surface clearly in
The Cathedrals of Spain, but medievalists who knew Harvey nonetheless confirm anecdotally that
many were deterred from working on Spanish Gothic architecture because of its association with
Harvey and with Franco’s regime.64
In Spain itself, Gothic architecture has traditionally played second fiddle to Romanesque.
Compare the twenty-seven volumes of Catalunya románica, published with the support of the
autonomous Catalan government between 1984 and 1998, and the ten volumes of L’Art gotic
a Catalunya, begun only in 2002. The government of Navarre demonstrated similar priorities,
supporting publication of the lavishly illustrated El arte románico en Navarra in 2004, followed by
El arte gótico en Navarra in 2015. But the clearest example of Spain’s preference for the Romanesque
is the massive Enciclopedia del Románico, so far published in fifty-two volumes by the Fundación
Santa María la Real in Aguilar de Campoo (Palencia) and covering all of Spain and Portugal.65
There is simply no equivalent for Gothic architecture.

Fig. 1.15. Gerona
Cathedral, east end
(begun 1312), nave
(begun 1347?).
Photo from G.
E. Street, Some
Account of Gothic
Architecture in Spain
(London: John
Murray, 1865).

Despite these reservations, and the long-term consequences of the economic crash in 2008
(not least the paucity of jobs for post-doctoral students and of research leave for academics), this
seems like a golden moment in the study of Gothic architecture in Spain. This is particularly
noticeable in the flurry of recent conferences and publications on architecture of the fifteenth
and sixteenth centuries, and in the publication of newly discovered written and graphic sources.66
The professional lives of several prominent late Gothic architects have also been studied, and the
vexed question of the relationships between Sondergotik and ‘Catalan Gothic’ has received new
scrutiny.67 Beginning with Henrik Karge’s seminal study of Burgos Cathedral (1989), early Gothic
architecture in the peninsula has also been newly studied, especially in the last twenty years.68
Eduardo Carrero and others have done much to revitalise the study of relationships between
Gothic architecture, ceremony and urbanism,69 while holistic studies of art and architecture have
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been attempted for some regions and buildings.70
Besides many other achievements, these recent studies have done much to draw attention to
the inventiveness of Gothic architecture in Spain—often prompted by imitation of one kind
or another.71 Amongst other examples, we might cite the rib vaults of the Pórtico de la Gloria
at Santiago de Compostela, transformed into a vision of the Apocalypse (Fig. 1.10).72 Or the
carefully downsized replica of Notre-Dame in Paris at the collegiate church at Roncesvalles (Fig.
1.11).73 Or the presbytery at Toledo Cathedral, where the triforium offers a Gothic translation of
Andalusi designs, and the vaults employ additional decorative ribs some years before the earliest
lierne vaults in England (Fig. 1.12).74 Or the twisting Solomonic columns employed in churches
and markets in the Crown of Aragon, inspired by Solomon’s Temple, and stereotomically complex
(see Fig. 1.8).75 Or the tremendous variety of tracery designs in the great cloisters at Lleida and Vic
Cathedrals (Fig. 1.13).76 Or the unusual plan of Pamplona Cathedral, with an irregular pentagonal
eastern bay, and four huge and hexagonal vaults that unite the ambulatory and radiating chapels
(Fig. 1.14).77 Or the unprecedented width of the nave vaults of Gerona Cathedral (Fig. 1.15).78
Or the precocious popularity of hall churches right across the peninsula.79 It is impossible to do
justice here to the creativity of Gothic architecture across Spain, but these examples, chosen more
or less at random, offer some hint of the potential for further study. In the final section of this
Introduction I will summarise the contribution of the essays in this collection to this burgeoning
field.

The Essays
The nine essays are arranged in approximately chronological order. In the first essay, ‘The
“Sumptuous Style”: Richly-Decorated Gothic Churches in the Reign of Alfonso the Learned’,
Henrik Karge examines the abundant vegetal ornament in Rayonnant architecture in the Crown
of Castile. Karge’s pioneering monograph on Burgos Cathedral (1989) and subsequent studies
of Las Huelgas and León Cathedral helped to set a new standard for the rigorous scrutiny of
building archaeology, written sources, and architectural contexts. Beginning with a careful study
of the cloister of Burgos Cathedral, Karge here argues for the existence of distinct workshops of
figural and decorative sculptors in Gothic building lodges. From Burgos he moves to Las Huelgas,
Cañas, León, Cuenca and Toledo, and links the ‘sumptuous style’ he identifies in these buildings
to the court of King Alfonso X of Castile and his imperial ambitions. Invention and imitation in
Rayonnant buildings in Castile must be understood, he suggests, in relation to well-established
traditions of ornament in the Iberian Peninsula, but also in the context of the networks of architects
and patrons that stretched across the peninsula and into France and the Holy Roman Empire.
Javier Martínez de Aguirre’s research and publications encompass both Romanesque and Gothic
traditions and range impressively widely across the Spanish kingdoms. His essay, ‘The King, the
Architects and the Philosopher: Invention in Mallorcan Architecture around 1300’ explores the
design and early construction history of two extraordinary architectural projects in Mallorca: the
cathedral of Palma, initiated in 1306, and Bellver Castle, begun at similar date. The geometry,
numerology and orientation of Palma Cathedral’s unusual east end are considered in relation to
devotion to the Incarnation and to the Trinity, and thence to the contemporary Mallorcan scholar
Raymond Llull, especially his Liber de Trinitate et Encarnatione and Liber de geometria nova et
compendiosa. Ultimately Martínez concludes that innovation at Bellver and Palma occurred in
their planning stages, and that both projects may reveal a distant awareness of Llull’s ideas, with
King James II as patron and possible intermediary.
In ‘Architectural Practice in Spain 1370–1450: Documents and Drawings’, Encarna Montero
offers the first summary in English—albeit here focused on architecture, and expanded with
new evidence and ideas—of her important PhD and subsequent book on the transmission of
artistic knowledge in Spain between 1370 and 1450. She draws on new evidence from across
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the peninsula, and especially from the rich archival holdings in Tortosa and Valencia that have
been explored with renewed energy in recent years. With detailed study of apprenticeships and
architectural drawings, she considers how innovation or imitation might have been encouraged by
or despite long apprenticeships, and the role of architectural drawings in transmitting ideas and
establishing new forms of architectural authority. Her recent discoveries in Valencia, Tortosa and
elsewhere underline how much Spain has to offer historians of Gothic architecture more widely.
The fourth essay in the collection is by Amadeo Serra Desfilis, who has in many ways spearheaded
the recent resurgence of medieval art history in Valencia, and done much to clarify artistic
relationships between Italy and Spain in the late Middle Ages and early Renaissance. ‘Patterns of
intention: Royal Chapels in the Crown of Aragon (Fourteenth and Fifteenth Centuries) and the
Capilla de los Reyes in the Convent of Saint Dominic, Valencia’ focuses on the remarkable royal
chapel in the convent of Saint Dominic of Valencia, built between 1439 and 1463. Comparisons
with the British Library’s Psalter and Hours of Alfonso V, and with royal chapels in the crowns
of Aragon and Castile, make possible a series of observations about the chapel’s function and
institutional structure. The chapel’s spare grey walls and extraordinary diamond vaults are linked
to the Dominican ideal of intense spirituality promoted by Saint Vincent Ferrer, and contrast
with the rich settings of the relics that were kept and perhaps displayed in the chapel. Although it
corresponds broadly to a wider typology of royal chapels in the Crown of Aragon, the royal chapel
at the convent of Saint Dominic incorporates a number of innovations that can be understood as
a response to the Mediterranean ambitions of Alfonso V and of the city of Valencia.
In ‘Inventio and Imitatio: the Appropriation of Valois Style by a Converso Contador Mayor’,
Nicola Jennings takes a holistic look at the funerary chapel of Fernán López de Saldaña in the
convent of Santa Clara de Tordesillas, begun in 1430. Jennings’s research explores relationships
between Spain and northern Europe in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries across a range of
media, and here she focuses on an ensemble in which ‘maestre Guillén de Rohán’ (probably from
Rouen) and Isambart (documented in Picardy in 1399 and subsequently associated with a number
of Spanish lodges) seem to have played an important role. Reconstructing the chapel’s original
design, she argues that the patron’s choice of Norman and Flemish masons, stone-carvers and
sculptors resulted in a mix of invention and imitation of Valois style which can be linked to
Saldaña’s dynastic ambitions and fluctuating political fortunes.
Diana Olivares Martínez shifts attention to collegiate architecture in the sixth essay, ‘New
Functions, New Typologies: Inventio in Valladolid’s College of San Gregorio’. Olivares completed
her doctoral study of the college in 2018 and has been extremely active in publishing on aspects
of late medieval architecture and patronage, organising symposia and conference sessions, and
editing an important volume of essays on art and architecture circa 1200. Her essay focuses on
the College of San Gregorio in Valladolid, founded in 1487 by Alonso de Burgos and built by
an anonymous but extremely creative architect. She examines the college’s layout in relation to
earlier traditions of colleges in Spain and beyond, as well as domestic and monastic complexes,
and connects the prominent heraldry and varied and inventive designs of the college’s courtyard,
chapel and portal to Alonso’s concerns to assert his status and express architectural magnificence.
Essay seven, ‘Imitating a Model, Establishing an Identity: Copying San Juan de los Reyes at San
Andrés, Toledo’, shows how patrons sought the prestigious associations of San Juan de los Reyes by
imitating its distinctive architectural idiom in the chapels they commissioned. Costanza Beltrami
recently completed her PhD at The Courtauld and has published on aspects of late medieval
architecture in Rouen. Her thesis seeks to re-examine the artistic identity of Juan Guas, one of
the most celebrated architects of late medieval Spain. In this essay she focuses particularly on the
capilla mayor of the Toledan parish church of San Andrés and its little-known clever adaptation
of Guas’s designs for San Juan. This should be understood, she argues, not only as the casual
consequence of shared (and undocumented) master masons, but also in relation to the career and
family of San Andrés’s chief patron, Francisco de Rojas.
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Turning to another eminent late Gothic architect and dynasty, Nicolás Menéndez González
considers modifications to the design of the church of the royal Carthusian monastery of Miraflores,
near Burgos, after Simón de Colonia assumed control of the project begun in the 1460s by his
father Juan. ‘Redesigning Miraflores: Simón de Colonia’s Architectural Perception’ teases out the
church’s relationship with Santa María de las Cuevas in Seville, on which the church of Miraflores
was explicitly modelled, and relates the church’s enrichment under Simón to the patronage of
Queen Isabella. Innovative details of the church’s façade and vault design are related to its setting
and function as a royal funerary chapel, and reveal Simón’s careful reflection on the designs of
his father. The essay thus forms part of Menéndez’s wider assessment of the Colonia dynasty, the
subject of his doctoral thesis and recent book.
Begoña Alonso Ruiz contributes the collection’s final essay, which appropriately includes a
number of reflections on the historiography of Gothic architecture in Spain. Through multiple
publications, conferences and edited volumes, Alonso has played a key role in establishing the
vibrancy of the field of late Gothic architecture in Spain in recent years. ‘Hallenkirchen and Spanish
Gothic Architecture: Historiographic Invention and Architectural Imitation’ revisits the subject of
hall churches across Spain, from the thirteenth century through to the sixteenth. Alonso explores
the wider European context for the development of hall churches, and the ways in which Spanish
examples have been understood in relation to German Hallenkirchen. The success of the type can
be linked to a number of key architects and workshops, she suggests, but also depends on the
relative economy with which impressive architectural effects could be created in parish churches.
Together these essays offer new and multiple visions of Gothic architecture in Spain, and explore
the dynamic relationships between invention and imitation, architects and patrons, production
and reception. Inventive in their own right, the essays nonetheless draw on the work of scholars
old and new, and it is hoped that they will persuade readers of the interest of these buildings, and
that Gothic architecture in Spain—no less than the broader artistic culture—deserves and rewards
further study.
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